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Remembering Jack Chatfield,
Trinity professor and alumnus
FORREST ROBINETTE '16
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On the evening of Thurs·
day, Sept. 18, Jack Chat·
field, a Trinity alumnus
and long·time professor of
history, passed away after
a battle with both Parkin·
son's disease and cancer. He
retired from Trinity three
years ago.
Chatfield was beloved by
his students and by his peers
alike. When he left the Col·
lege in May 2011, one of his
colleagues, Michael Lestz,
wrote, "This will bring to
a close a truly remarkable
career. Jack is a legend at
Trinity College. During a
teaching career that began
in 1976, Jack won every
teaching award that the

College offers and came to
be recognized as one of the
History Department's most
scrupulous and successful
directors of scores of theses
and thousands of shorter
papers. He is beloved by
students present and past,
and whenever Trinity fac·
ulty or staff members visit
with our far-flung commu ·
nity of graduates, former
students unfailingly inquire
after Jack and remember
his kindness and close at·
tention to their intellectual
development through the
undergraduate years."
One of Chatfield's stu·
dents remarked that "to
have had Professor Chat·
field is to have seen teaching
in its purest, most refined
state. His passion, patience,

and enthusiasm are the core
of my education at Trinity."
Another one of his col·
leagues said that "Jack's
open office door welcomed
myriad students who sought
him out."
He was a pillar of the
history
department for
many years. He specialized
in American history and he
taught courses on a variety
of topics that included Co·
lonial America, Jacksonian
America, the Cold War, race
and slavery, and the Ameri·
can experience in Vietnam.
Chatfield was a Trinity
graudate, a member of the
class of 1964. After gradu·
ating from the College, he
went on to enter the grad·
see CHATFIELD on page 6
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Professor Chatfield began teaching at the College in 1976.

Trinity students participate in Ne"" Austin Arts Center opens
York City's "People's Climate March" "Into the Light" exhibition
CHRIS BULLFINCH '18
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, Sept. 19, 2014,
the largest climate rally ever
held took place along Central
Park in Manhattan. Over
400,000 people were in atten·
dance, shutting down large
parts of the city as everyone
marched towards the U.N.,
where a climate summit was
held.
The event in New York
was one of 2,646 similar
events worldwide, occurring

in 162 countries. Of the at·
tendees, one in eight were
college students, totaling over
50,000 young adults. Several
celebrities made appearanc·
es, from Sting to Joseph Gordon· Levitt, and the turnout
was extraordinary, on par
with some of the great pro·
tests of the 1960s.
There was a massive buzz
in the air on the warm morn·
ing as roughly 30 Trinity students stepped off a tour bus
on the West Side of Central
Park. The drizzle and thick

cloud cover certainly didn't
dissuade anyone from attend·
ing, as evidenced by the roar·
ing river of foot traffic that
swept the students through
midtown. People of every de·
scription were on all sides, all
pressing forwards down Cen ·
tral Park West, carrying signs
about causes ranging from
the climate summit to the
state of socialism in America.
The march was intended
to demonstrate the will of the
see MARCH on page 5

COURTESY OF time.com
More than 300,000 people joined in the "People's Climate March" in New York City on Sept. 21.

POOJA SAVANSUKHA '15
A&EEDITOR

On Tuesday, Sept. 25,
Trinity's 'Widener Gallery,'
located in the Austin Arts
Center, hosted an opening
reception for its exhibition
'Into the Light.' The exhi·
bition features Old Mas·
ter paintings by Italian,
British and American art·
ists, which have remained
in Trinity's possession for
many years, but have not
been exhibited in a very
long time for a variety of
logistical reasons. Amongst
these valuable art works
on the walls of Trinity's
own art gallery, are four
highlight pieces that have
recently been successfully
conserved. These paintings,
along with a few others on
display originally belong to
the renowned Samuel H.
Kress Collection.
The Widener Gallery
that is overseen by Trini·
ty's Studio Arts Program,
presents a series of fasci ·
nating exhibitions every
year-generally featuring
internationally or national·
ly acclaimed contemporary
artists, as well as exhibits
of the best student work
completed during the aca ·

demic year. The historical
nature of the current works
on display, as well as the
fact that they belong to the
college, immediately make
this ongoing exhibition
stand out. Most members
of the Trinity community,
including faculty members
who attended the opening
reception, expressed that in
their many years here they
never realized that Trinity
even had it's own fine art
collection. In reality- the
college is in possession of
a praiseworthy number of
paintings, prints and oth ·
er significant works of art
that will hopefully in time
come to the surface too.
In reference to the
highlight works in this
exhibition, it is necessary
to realize the story and
significance of the Kress
Collection. Samuel Kress
(1863·1995) was an American businessman and
philanthropist, who used
his wealth to create an ex·
tremely significant callee·
tion of Italian Renaissance
and European artwork
dating from the 13th to
the early 19th century. In
1929, Kress established a
see WIDENER on page 9
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Tripod Editorial
World leaders must respond to the

growing threat of climate change
At the U.N. climate summit
in New York on Sept. 23, Pres·
ident Obama addressed more
than 100 heads of state about
the urgent and growing threat of
a changing climate. He said that
the issue of global warming will
"define the contours of this cen·
tury more dramatically than any
other." This urgency comes in re·
sponse to recent statistics about
the immediacy and severity of
rising global temperatures and
greenhouse gas emissions.
2013 saw an unprecedented
spike in carbon emissions and
this past summer was the hot·
test in humanity's history. Pres·
ident Obama appeared personal·
ly at the U.N. climate summit to
speak about how the global com munity should respond to this
serious ISsue.
President Obama spent the
first half of his speech listing the
ways in which the United States
has taken action to address cli·
mate change. He said that we
now harness three times as
much electricity from the wind
and ten times as much electric·
ity from the sun than we did in
2008. He said, "We've driven our
carbon pollution to its lowest lev·
el in nearly two decades ... And
over the past eight years, we
have reduced our carbon emis·
sions by more than any other na·
tion on earth."
The listing of these efforts
and accomplishments allowed
President Obama to call upon
the other nations of the world
to take similar action in com·

bating climate change. He said
that the United States will do
its part and the other nations of
the world must do theirs as well.
He's right. The battle against cli·
mate change is, by its nature, a
global one. One nation or sever·
al nations reducing emissions is
not enough to address the crisis.
President Obama's appeal
came as a response to the hesi·
tation that we've seen in large
countries like China and India in
curbing carbon emissions.
China recently overtook the
United States as the world's
largest polluter. India's carbon
emissions are the third worst
in the world and are expected
to rise swiftly in coming years.
These nations carry extreme re·
sponsibility in the fight against
climate change, but they have
not followed the United States'
lead in taking significant action
to stop pollution.
Chinese President Xi Jinping
decided to skip the climate sum·
mit meeting, which suggested
that the Chinese government is
unenthusiastic about address·
ing the issue of global warming.
However, President Xi sent Vice
Prime Minister Zhang Gaoli in
his place to say that China was
determined to show faster prog·
ress in curbing emissions. Un·
fortunately, such promises by
the Chinese government have
yet to be matched with concrete
action in reducing emissions. In
India, the possibility of climate
conscious action is more remote.
India's environment minister,

Prakash J avadekar, said that he
does not consider pollution a ma·
jor political priority. "India's first
task is eradication of poverty,"
he said, "Twenty percent of our
population doesn't have access
to electricity, and that's our top
priority. We will grow faster, and
our emissions will rise." He said
that he doesn't expect to see a
downturn in· carbon emissions
in India for at least 30 years. Mr
Javadekar's attitude is shock·
ing and it shows that the international community is far from
unified on the issue of climate
change.
The rapidly warming globe
can only be described as a crisis. And, if this crisis goes un·
addressed, our generation and
generations to come will suffer
disastrous consequences that
include greatly raised sea lev·
els, stronger and more frequent
hurricanes, droughts, wildfires,
deforestation, and much more.
I commend President Obama
and the United States for taking
the first steps in tackling the cli ·
mate crisis. In order to stop glob·
al warming, the United States
will need to continue to increase
its environmental efforts and
serve as an example to the international community.
Meanwhile, the nations of
the world that aren't taking cli ·
mate change seriously, such as
India, need to wise up and join in
the fight against one of the most
important crises of our time.

·FGR

Should we be concerned with the FAA easing rules on drones?
On Thursday of last
week, the Federal Aviation
Administration announced
that it had authorized six
different film-making com·
parries to use unmanned
aircrafts, otherwise known
as drones, for their work.
It marked a huge mile·
stone for the commercial
use of drones. Understandably, the technology
improves productivity for
companies that deal with
packaging and logistics,
such as Amazon or FedEx.
Additionally, drones certainly benefit filmmakers
because of their ability to
film high in the sky.
However, the FAA es·
sentially banned drones
from commercial use 1n
2011 due to public safety concerns. Thursday,
marked the first shift in
policy by providing six separate exemptions to com -

parries, giving them the
ability to test these drones
m a controlled environment.
An article in the Wall
Street Journal stated,
"The FAA has said the exemptions are a safe, interim way to relieve pent-up
demand while the government works out a compre·
hensive policy governing
the industry."
Clearly, the FAA has a
long way to go before they
allow the drones to rule our
skies. Testing the drones
in controlled environments
away from populated areas
is one way to find out how
to regulate the complexity
of issues that come with
thousands of unmanned
vehicles occupying the
U.S. airspace.
The conditions that
the FAA and film-making
companies agreed on were

as follows: "Conditions include that the operators
are certified private pilots
of manned aircraft, that
the drones are inspected
before each flight, and that
the pilots keep the vehicles
within sight. They also restrict the companies' drone
operations to daytime."
These are certainly
some needed ground rules;
however, how many of
these rules will exist when
the real set of FAA rules
and regulations come out?
The me, the most important rules are those re·
garding keeping the drone
in sight and having flight
time restricted to daytime.
Personally, I think it is
inevitable for both of these
rules to eventually be repealed. The biggest reason
the private sector is pressuring the government to
complete these final set

of rules is because of the
clear increase in efficiency
drones would allow when
dealing with shipping and
delivering packages.
For instance, a company
like Amazon prides itself
on the ability to complete
next day shipping, however it would really limit
their ability to promptly
deliver a package with a
drone if it cannot be flown
at night. It goes without
saying that an internation·
al company like Amazon
would have an even harder
time delivering items if the
drone must stay within the
pilot's eyesight.
In other words, for com mercial drones to truly ac·
complish their worth, they
will need to be allowed to
fly at night and across vast
amounts of land.
Thus, I find it a little
concerning that within the

next decade or so, I can
expect to see thousands of
unmanned aircrafts flying
above.
Not only does it fright·
en me that I have no idea
where each drone is being
deployed from. But fur·
thermore, with the expansion of commercial use, I
believe it can only mean
that the government could
soon be using their own
drones for security measures.
I am not suggesting that
eventually the government
will turn into something
of a big brother, peering
down on us at every street
corner. However, just how
far will the use of drones in
our society go, and will it
ultimately compromise our
feeling of safety?

-FBH

OPINION
Health Center appointment policy neglects emergencies
from depression to sexual assault. The Health
Center's page on the
As college students Trinity College website
and, for the most part, boasts an impressive list
adults, Trinity's student of available services, from
population 1s held re- allergy shots to confiden sponsible for their own tial testing for sexually
well-being. Ferris Athlet- transmitted diseases, di ic Center is available in agnosis of various health
order to help maintain a conditions to delivery of
healthy exercise regimen, prescriptions from a nearmultiple food options are by pharmacy. Above this
available for a nutritious extensive list, the Health
diet, and several counsel- Center details its policy
ing services are offered in for seeing patients: "Apcases of emotional, spir- pointments are required,
itual, or mental stress. walk-ins are triaged and
Trinity College is equip- referred off-campus· for
ping its community with urgent care or scheduled
fantastic facilities in or- into the next available apder to maintain balance pointment", and if a stu and health in every aspect dent needs medical care
of life. Except, of course, after hours, he or she may
actual medical assistance receive "telephone advice
by calling Campus Safeand aid.
The Health Cen - ty at 860-297-2222 and
ter, attached to Wheaton, asking to speak with the
is staffed with smiling nurse on-call" as needed.
faces, and an inviting This policy seems fairly
environment that wel- reasonable and does not
comes all who enter its appear to leave students
doors. Pamphlets, post- without medical care.
ers, and displays are That is, until a football
spread throughout the player with a herniated
cozy waiting room, each disk walks into the waitdetailing how to approach ing room, explains his urdealing with everything gent condition and is told
MADISON OCHS '18
STAFF WRITER

that a nurse is not on call es, and injuries that are
for two hours, so would similar in their emergent
he like to have a seat and nature and impossibility
wait? Yes. Something like to predict, so why is the
this actually happened.
Health Center not preFor those students pared to address these isfortunate enough to not sues at all times?
need drastic medical care,
Appointments
or treatment beyond basic should be part of the
consultations and diagno- Health Center's policy. In
ses, the appointment pol- addition to teaching stu icy is nothing more than dents the responsibility
a minor inconvenience. and importance of taking
Students at Trinity have the initiative in getting
busy schedules, so finding medical help, it also althe right time to see a doc- lows the Health Center
tor about that spreading to stay on top of its varrash might be difficult. In ious cases and services.
most cases waiting a few Students who can make
days, or even just hours, appointments,
should.
does not actually matter.
There is no denying that
However, those with there is a reason this is
time-sensitive and dan- the typical method to get
gerous cases may suffer healthcare. If the Health
from this system. These Center is going to mimic
ailing students get tan- real-world policies, just
gled in the red tape of as student's ailments on
needing a specific appoint- campus mimic real-world
ment. It can be assumed problems, it should also
that the aforementioned be prepared for real -world
football player did not an - scenarios,
including
ticipate herniating a disk emergencies. In addition
in his back, so he did not to taking appointments, a
have a scheduled appoint- nurse or physician should
ment to be seen for this always be on call in case
incredibly dangerous in - of walk-in situations such
jury. There are countless as these. Students withother cb'nditions, illness- out appointments should

be free to go to the Health
Center and know that
they will be treated, or at
least made more comfortable. Triaging is a critical
part of providing health
care and the Health Cen ter's policy details how it
is used in assigning appointments. Yet, in the
case of the injured football
player, no one triaged him
properly. If they had, he
would have been sent off
campus immediately, or
been ushered to an exam
room. Instead, he had to
wait hours for someone to
come in and confirm the
obvious by saying, ''Yes,
you do need help."
Clearly the system has been working
fairly well so far, but it is
fair to say that in almost
any area, there is always
room for improvement.
In the case of the Health
Center, perhaps reevaluating, revamping, and
reviewing their policies
would help them better
serve the needs of the students. Those few times a
student needs emergency
care, it should always be
provided without avoidable delay.

Recent tragedy in Syria raises questions about vaccines
SHELIA NJAU '17
STAFF WRITER

Whether or not you
should partake m receiving vaccinations has
been a topic of debate in
America, especially when
it pertains to young children. One such controversy has stemmed over the
use of the MMR vaccina tion. Some have argued
that it causes autism.
However, no conclusive
evidence has arisen that
shows a definite correlation between the two.
This isn't the case for
everyone receiving vaccinations though.
On
Wednesday
September
17th over 50 children
died after receiving a bad
batch of measles vaccines
in northwestern Syria.
Insurgent forces currently control the area. There
were also members of
medical volunteer organizations, who had been
administering the vaccinations as a part of a
UN program that intends
to stop diseases such as
measles, mumps, rubella,
and polio from spreading
in the area. One possible explanation that has
come up is that the high

number of deaths was potentially a result of the
the vaccine being diluted
by atracurium, a muscle relaxant that is used
during surgery.
So the real question
becomes whether this
was a fault of the people
administering
vaccina tions or whether it was a
case of sabotage. One victim's story makes me particularly sad to think that
this may have resulted as
a case of negligence. In
that story, a father gave
a vaccination to his eightmonth old daughter and
within minutes, she was
dead. Out of grief, the father collapsed. How can
anyone explain to that
father why his daughter
died while she was receiving a vaccine, something that was supposed
to help her live? How does
one tell him it was an accident? And what if it was
actually sabotage? Why
would someone choose to
target children who have
had no say on the tensions that have plagued
Syria for the past three
years, as well as beyond
that? At least 15 of the
children who died were
under the age of one. It

is unimaginable to think
of the pain that these
parents must suffer as a
result. Thinking about
how these families will
be able to move on is difficult. Hopefully, they can
get answers soon, even
though those answers
will not bring back their
children.
I for one have always
been a big fan of children
being vaccinated. Having seen what a disease,
such as polio, can do to
someone makes me believe that taking a preventative strike is always
more beneficial than a cu rative strategy. However,
as I read about the case
in Syria, I couldn't help
but think about how I
would, if I were a parent,
go about getting my child
vaccinated in a time and
place of turmoil. There
are people there who may
choose to harm those who
have no say in a conflict
they do not understand,
like children.
It is one thing to think
that a vaccine may cause
autism. It is a whole new
question to wonder if vaccinations could be used as
an instrument of death.
Then I think again that

if this was a case of negligence, how did it happen? Was the medication
labeled incorrectly? Was
it a case of limited time?
I strongly support medical organizations going
to countries, like Syria, in
order to help with things
like vaccinations. However, if the process for administating vaccines 1s
rushed - as can be seen
by the situation in Syria
- there can be deadly consequences.
The question then becomes what else can be
done for these organiza tions, which are already
trying to do their best with
limited supplies. I honestly cannot provide an
answer to this dilemma.
In a perfect world, all the
various countries would
be able to provide help
to other countries that
are struggling, but that
usually is not the case.
While there are countries
who try to help as much
as they can, it does not
seem to be enough. There
is a quote that reads "in
times of need, we are all
neighbors." How great
would it be if we could
employ that policy? Nevertheless, there is always

something which causes
a divide, whether it be
money, politics, or other
factors.
For now, it seems that
the tragedy surrounding the deaths after the
vaccinations in Syria is
most likely from a mix-up
and not an actual attack.
Sadly, these volunteers
were only trying to help,
and hopefully this inci dent does not derail their
efforts. Yet, this case
should serve as a reminder of the importance of
careful label reading and
double-checking
medications even with time
constraints. It is important to remember what
can happen if one is not
overly cautious. I hope
that those parents who
lost their children as a
result of this incident will
be able to find solace and
peace one-day. I also hope
that what happened in
Syria with the vaccines
is not now used as a good
reason of why vaccinations should not be given.
Despite the tragedy that
happened in Syria, vaccinations are good and
can help save the lives of
those who have it administered.
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A European look at U.S. airstrikes against ISIS
'
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AUSTIN DUEBEL ,18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I write here with the
understanding that not
all Trinity students have
had the privilege of being
exposed to views other
than those that are largely
pro-American with coinciding dispositions. That
is to say that this is not an
attack on American views
and the like, but rather
to introduce the views of
other countries; namely
those of the UK, the Netherlands, and Germany,
some of the main players
of the EU (linked with the
languages I understand).
I also won't insult your
intelligence by regurgitating what you probably
already know from news
headlines and the like,
but rather people's opinions on the matter. Please
note that I only use these
opinionated
sources
throughout for the actu al views people have, but
realize that obviously
not everyone shares this
same view. It's quite hard
to completely encapsulate
everyone's feelings in a
few paragraphs, so do realise I will discuss what is

perceived to be the general majority.
The Dutch largely view
Obama's announcement
of the U.S.A.'s launching
of airstrikes against ISIS
as 'quite impulsive' according to the Dagelijkse
Standaard, and American
patriotism is to blame.
This is a relatively common view shared by Europeans, as nationalism
in the 'Old World' has led
to many a conflict and
thus is viewed with deep
suspicion. In very simple
terms, all it took was a
few executions publicized
on mass media to have
the Americans chomping
at the bit once again for
military action.
Despite this suspicion,
the Dutch public seems to
be largely in favour of the
actions taken by the US
for they whole-heartedly
agree with the eradication
of the ISIS militants. On
Wednesday,
September
24th, the Dutch showed
their diplomatic support
for the U.S. by conducting
their own airstrikes with
F-16s from Leeuwarden,
wrote Metro Nieuws. The
only other thing the Dutch
disagree on is the U.S.A.'s

airstrikes against targets
in Syria, because they
view them as actions potentially supporting the
Assad government.
Now before I go on,
I should probably note
that of course ther~ were
other fac~ors leading up
to Obama's decision. But
rather than it being a quiet matter where the US
says 'something must be
done for these poor Kurdish people,' he has instead
opted for the charge to
glory on a massive wave
of public sentiment with
a little more emotion and
seemingly less planning
than that 1s politically
healthy. The Dutch were
quick to notice when the
NOS Journaal showed
Obama's speeches before
the executions - that the
US would provide support
to the Iraq government
but that's about it - and
after them, where he took
on a very pro-American
stance that harkened
back to the days of his
predecessor. But more on
that later, with the German opinion.
The British are the odd
ones out of these three
EU countries, as they

consi~tently back American actions on the world
stage. That being said, it
came as no surprise when
the BBC announced that
the House of Commons
voted with an overwhelming majority to launch
airstrikes alongside the
US against ISIS. However, some do feel that the
Americans have rushed
the issue, dragging the
UK into another Libya
situation where no real
plan exists other than
'eradicate them completely.' The only issue where
the British veer away
from their US pals is on
the topic of airstrikes in
Syria. Like the Netherlands, they believe that
taking out rebel bases
actually supports Syria's
tyrannical government,
even though they belong
to ISIS.
The German perspective 1s mirrored in the
way that the newspaper,
Der Spiegel, out rightly
states the public opinion - Obama seems to be
imitating Bush. On the
13th anniversary of the
September 11th attacks
Obama announced that
the USA is once again

involved in Iraq and that
the public opinion is on
his side. The perceived
lack of planning is also
alarming, bringing a fear
that this will indeed be a
long, drawn out conflict
that Germany would like
to avoid. This should be
relatively easy as Germany can only have a defen·
sive army and t~erefore
cannot fight on foreign
soil. The air force just re·
vealed on September 27th
that they are also below
NATO requirements and
would not be able to help
the situation anyways.
So concludes an insight
of EU countries' views on
US foreign policy - ones
that hopefully convinces someone to challenge
the view that the U.S. is
a misunderstood superpower policing the world
on its own. Perhaps those
'unwilling' NATO allies
that 'freeride on U.S. de·
fence spending' are actually a little more tacit
in their approach rather
than what some media
encourages one to believe.
We as Americans should
be wary of our emotions
when it comes to our foreign policy.

New features of iPhone 6 overshadow complaints
ALEXANDRA DeNOTO ,18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The iPhone 6 is the
most advanced iPhone
product that Apple Inc.
has produced thus far. It
recently came out with
not only one, but two
display sizes; 4. 7 inches
on the iPhone 6 and 5.5
inches on the iPhone 6
Plus. It also includes a
new retina display called
Retina HD, which allows
you to see and take images more clearly and read
fine print.
The new iPhone has
also
significantly improved video-taking capabilities. The new program
is called iSight. It gives
users the ability to take
HD, Time Lapse, and
Slow Motion videos.
The new iPhones are
also extremely thin at
6.9mm (iPhone 6) and
7.1mm (iPhone 6 Plus).
They also come with the
Touch ID feature, which
has helped to improve se·
curity. This feature also
allows you to make purchases in iTunes, the App
Store and iBooks with
only your fingerprint as
confirmation. In addition, the iPhone 6 has
combined Touch ID and

Passbook to give users
the ability to use the iPhone to pay for items in
the store -- all you need is
your fingerprint.
Most people have en·
joyed the larger screen
and overall increased size
of the iPhone 6. There is
more room to text and
type more accurately,
watch movies and to read
e-mails, books and surf
the web. Even though
some have said it is difficult to reach the top of
the screen, the home button has a feature that allows you to double tape it,
which enables anything
on the screen to slide
down for you to reach.
Another perk of the iPhone 6 is its louder speak·
er. Whether you're sharing a video with a friend
or playing music out· loud
for a group to hear, the in·
creased speaker volume
is a small addition that
has been received with
great appreciation.
One of the biggest customer-favorite upgrades
is the camera. The HD
feature lets every picture
you take come out as clear
as day. Combining this
capability with the pan·
oramic setting has also
significantly
enhanced

the quality of panoramics.
The slow motion feature
has also been improved so
that quick motion videos
(i.e. sports, dances, car
races) can be seen in epic
clarity. The newest setting of the camera app is
Time Lapse. Not only do
customers enjoy this because it is new and excit·
ing, but it produces stun·
ning time lapse videos
that could normally only
be produced with a $500
camera and movie editor.
All of these upgrades are
enhanced even more by
the camera's incredible
focus. You could be riding
in a car or quickly moving your phone around
during a soccer game and
the camera stays steady
and produces a clear picture.
Additionally, there is a
new feature called spot·
light. It is the pull down
bar that searches your
phone, the internet, the
app store and much more.
This becomes very conve·
nient when you are in a
rush and trying to look
something up quickly.
However, one change
that has been difficult
to adjust to is the new
placement of the power
button. It is no longer at

the top of the phone, but
on the side. Some say it
has taken them quite a
while to adjust. Eventual·
ly though, the placement
ultimately becomes con·
venient because it is more
accessible from the natu ral way you hold a phone
in your hand.
Despite the new additions, iPhone 6 has been
highly criticized. Already,
one week after its re·
lease, multiple custom·
ers have complained that
the new phone was bend·
ing in their pockets. The
new iOS 8.0.1 software,
which is supposed to update apps and add new
features, has been said to
crash customer's phones,
and disable cellular service. Apple is currently
working on iOS 8.0.2,
taking care of the glitches, and has apologized for
anyone affected by the
new software.
The camera also sticks
out slightly from the rest
of the phone, making it a
little wobbly and unsta ble when placed on a flat
surface. This can be frus·
trating for those trying to
watch a video or film on
their phones. However,
the new improvements
and special features have

been able to temporarily
compensate for this malfunction and there have
only been minor com plaints.
Personally, I have been
a fan of iPhones ever since
I got one five years ago.
After holding the iPhone
6 and playing with it, I
can say I would definitely
purchase it. Even though
the larger size may take
some getting used to, it's
sleek and rounded shape
allows it to fit comfort·
ably in my hand. Nowa days people have begun
to use their phones more
for doing work, using so·
cial media, taking pictures and videos instead
of actually using it to call
people. I think the new
iPhone 6 is able to meet
these needs both conve·
niently and beautifully.
The overall appearance
of the iPhone, new design
and camera - an essen·
tial feature for our generation - have all been
significantly enhanced. I
think that the majority
of people who have had
complaints about the additions to the iPhone 6
are experiencing difficulty with the new software
and programming rather
than the actual phone.

NEWS
Hundreds of thousands gather in NYC for climate march
ity, to be certain. The
ages ranged from infants
people to the United Na- to the elderly, and entire
tions, which convened families were present.
for a summit concerning People of every walk of
climate change two days life were there, from agafter the march. Given ing foreigners to freshthe sheer force of will and faced college students,
record -breaking partici- all shoulder-to-shoulder
pation, it seems that the out on the street trying to
burgeoning environmen- make their voices heard
tal movement is gaining amongst the clamor.
It is apropos that there
serious mainstream traction, which is a step up was such a massive turnfrom its grassroots orr out of college students,
gins in the late 1960s and since the movement can
1970s. A trend towards trace its history back to
"green" living has begun, many college campuses
and the idea of environ- three and four decades ·
mentalism has evidently ago.
found a foothold in the
Throughout
the
public
consciousness. march, one could barely
Information concerning go a block without seeing
this critical issue has be- a Tufts, Northeastern,
come much more accessi- or Trinity sweatshirt, in
ble and widely available, keeping with the tradithanks in large part to tion of college protests
the proliferation of the in- and political involvement.
ternet and social media- What started out as a few
as the 630,000 social me- . dedicated scientists, studia posts surrounding the dents, and activists has
event clearly testify.
blossomed into marches
The marchers were a and global awareness.
cross section of human - Though the forum of the
continued from page 1

discussion has changed
- from college campuses
and laboratories to the
Internet, the UN, and
the streets - the "message
is still the same: · global warming and climate
change are critical 1.ssues
of our time, and ~ction
needs to be taken.
As participants meandered along the New
York City streets, it became clear that different
people have different conceptions of what action to
take.
Many people promoted vegan lifestyles, while
others were indicting
oil companies from the
sidewalk, while still others were extolling the
virtues of the eating organic. While all are admirable causes, it seems
as though a climate rally became something of
a collective soapbox for
400,000 people to stand
up on. Though simply being together was a form of
solidarity in itself, seems
as though the protestors

are on different pages,
and only time will tell if
the United Nations or
any governing body can
sift through the plethora
of science, opinions, and
ideas brought forth by the
people, and craft practical, effective legislation
around the passion and
energy of the masses.
After the massive to-do
of the march, one is left
with an important question; what effect did this
event have? After 400,000
people clogged up New
York City for a full day,
one would like to think
that there was some tangible effect of this outpouring of humanity.
The summit addressed
many important points:
agreeing on a long term,
effective plan, cutting
emissions, moving markets and money, pricing
carbon, and planning for
future summits in Lima
and Paris, among other
things. President Obama
even mentioned the protests in his address to the

UN, acknowledging that
the constituents of countless nations across the
world have spoken, and
that change is afoot.
The biggest question
in all of this is how much
of the UN's discourse is
rhetoric, and how much
will translate into meaningful action.
There is a significant
moneyed
interest for
maintaining the status
quo, and the UN has long
had trouble going against
such powerful interests.
Only time will tell if the
UN's commitments are
substantive, or if the 2014
climate summit was little
more than blown smoke
and empty platitudes.
Whatever history will
say, walking down Central Park West, watching
all the different people
coming together for public discourse, everyone
with something to say,
and everyone moving forward, was a truly hum bling experience for those
who particpated.

Amherst's Dr. Nick Cowan discusses "exoplanets"
ESTHER SHITTU '17
STAFF WRITER

On Friday afternoon,
Trinity College welcomed
renowned professor of
atronomy at Amherst College, Dr. Nick Cowan, to
give a presentation at McCook Auditorium entitled
"Planetary Science from
the Top-Down: the Exoplanet Opportunity''.
During his presenta tion, Cowan discussed
the planets that orbit
stars. He began by giving
a contextual history on
the planets. According to
Cowan, the first hints of
extra solar planets were
discovered in 1990. "These
were planets orbiting other stars," Cowan said,
"They were nearby stars
that are thought to be 10
or 100 light years away
from [the] earth." He added that at the time no one
knew whether these were
planets or not because the
data was insufficient.
Cowan continued by
saying that in 1992, there
were pulsar planets. To
clarify for those in the au dience, Cowan explained
that a pulsar is a neutron
star. When a star dies, it
gets old and runs out of
hydrogen to burn. Even tually it blows up like a

supernova, leaving whatever is left as the pulsar
star.
In 1995, Cowan recalled the first encouraging piece of evidence. This
evidence was a planet
discovered around a sun light star. The planet was
considered odd because
it orbits around· a star in
three days and theories
developed that such planets were not supposed to
exist. Today, these planets
are now fairly commonplace.
Cowan
continued
about planets larger than
earth, known as "super
earths" and finally arrived at what the conditions of planets are today:
"There is one and a half
thousand planets that we
know their masses very
well ... and there's another few thousand planets
... we don't know their
mass ... and there's about
a hundred planets where
we know both how heavy
they are and how big they
are," he said.
Once he finished explaining
the
current
state of the solar system, he said that there
are three questions to
ask. "The first question
we might ask is how did
these worIds get there?

And we don't really have
an answer for that. We
thought we understood
how planets formed back
in the [old days] when all
we knew about were the
eight planets in our solar
system but now that we
have all these new planets, it turns out that the
theories that can explain
. . . those theories don't
work at all for extra solar
planetary system," Cowan sai~. "The next question you can ask is what
are these worlds like?
In other words, are they
rainy? Are they cloudy? ...
That's not an easy one to
answer either because we
don't have a really good
predictive model of climate ... [the last question
is] which of these worlds
has life on it?"
Cowan
noted
that
1n order to understand
number three, one must
understand number two.
Throughout the rest of
his presentation, he tried
to answer the second
question, which may also
lead to the answer of the
third question. Cowan
mentioned that he spent
a decade working on the
presentation which he
gave Friday. "The work I
presented ... spans about
a decade of research by

me and my collaborators
(I started grad school ten
years ago)," he said.
Cowan began his science career at McGill University, where he studied
physics. It is a decision he
is still very proud of today.
"I studied physics m
college and chose exoplanets over more established fields of physics because it felt like frontier
science, where you could
tackle a problem and
make a big impact," Cowan explained. "The field
has been expanding like
crazy and is still very exciting, so I'm happy with
my decision."
After receiving his undergrad degree at McGill,
Cowan moved to Vancou ver to work in the field
of nuclear physics at the
University of British Columbia because he wanted to live on the west
coast. After he completed
his time at Vancouver,
Cowan moved down the
coast to Seattle. He enrolled at the University
of Washington in Seattle
and received a Doctorate
of Philosophy in Astron omy. Cowan continued
to pursue his career and
moved to Illinois. Both
Cowan and his wife enrolled in the postdoctoral

fellowships at Northwestern University. After four
years in the Midwest,
they both landed what
Cowan calls "their first
[potentially] permanent
jobs" at Amherst College.
Being a family man as
well as an astronomer is
not an easy job, but Cowan makes it work.
Both Cowan and his
wife are professional astronomers, "For the past
couple years we were on
the job market, which
meant that one or the
other of us was traveling
every week or two," he
said. "Things are less era zy now, but we still average about one trip each a
month, not counting local
commitments that we can
drive to.
There are a cou pie consequences of this: we rack
up a lot of frequent flyer
miles, and we religiously
use Google calendar so
that we don't, say, both
plan travel abroad when
our son is supposed to be
in school."
Cowan is also a member of NASA's ExoPAG
executive committee and
promotes research in exoplanet climates. For more
information about Cowan
and his work, visit nickcowan.com.
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Jack Chatfield: beloved Trinity professor and alumnus
continued from page 1
'

'

'·
uate program in history at
Columbia University. He
earned a Ph.D. from Columbia in 1988.
In 2007, Chatfield granted the Tripod an interview
about his experiences at
Trinity as a student and as a
professor. That interview is
reprinted here as a tribute
to the time he spent at Trinity and to his legacy at the
College. The interview was
conducted by Carver Diserens.

•• •• ••• • ••• ••
co: Not only are you a
Trinity faculty member but
you are also a Trinity alumnus, is that weird at all?
JC: I wouldn't say weird.
My undergraduate years
were vital to me and it was
a rare sort of gift to be able
to come back to the college to
which I owed so much. The
one thing that was unusual
is that when I came back to
teach, many of my former
professors were still teaching here.
CO: On your curriculum
vitae it says that you were
a student at Trinity from
1960-1962 and then 19631965, is there a story there?

JC: Well, I had to take
the year off from 1962 to '63.
I failed math and science.
There was a very elaborate
and demanding curriculum then. If you failed to
complete your core requirements in the first two years,
you were asked to depart,
and you had to complete
them before returning. The
core included two semesters
of European history, two
semesters of English literature, two years of a foreign
language, two semesters of
advanced mathematics and
two semesters of science.
I failed math flatly, but I
dilly-dallied in science and
didn't take it seriously.
CO: So what did you do in
your year off?
JC: I had a close Trinity
friend who decided to work
full-time for the southern
civil rights movement. He
joined the staff of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
in Albany, Georgia. SNCC
had established a voter registration project in the rural
counties bordering Albany. I
joined him there in Septem her 1962. Things were quite
volatile due to the strong
opposition to black voting

rights in the south.
CO: Aside from different
core requirements, how has
Trinity changed smce you
were a student?
JC: Co-education is the
most dramatic change. Trinity was still all male when I
graduated in 1965. Fraternity life is also quite different. In my rough estimate,
in the 60's about 80-85 percent of the students were in
a fraternity or social club.
On Vernon Sreet you had
St. Anthony Hall, AD, Alpha
Chi Rho, OKE, Sigma Nu,
Theta Xi, and Psi U.
CO: You were a student
during a very politically volatile time in the US, were
Trinity students very politically active then?
JC: In the early sixties
the vast majority of students were not active. But
there was a small group
who were very committed.
One student mobilized a
group to join the sit-in near
Baltimore. After '65, when
I left, things became a lot
more volatile. Vietnam was
the big issue, of course. The
Students for a Democratic
Society had a strong chapter
here.
CD: I've been told you

wrote for the Tripod while
you were here, is that true?
JC: Yes, I did and it was a
vital experience for me. My
first editor was a man named
Peter Kilborn who went on
to The New York Times-for
years he was the chief economics correspondent. After
that, a friend, George Will
(who won a Pulitzer), took
over. There were many controversies in the nation at
that time, and George tackled everything from the Civil
Rights movement to the vices of Trinity fraternities. He
waged a campaign against
so-called "restrictive clauses" barring the pledging of
Jews or Afro-Americans.
One night a batch of Tripods
were burned!
CO: It must have been
intimidating working with
him.
JC: I'll be frank, I was always a little bit intimidated
by him and I still am. As a
youngster I was spellbound.
I had never met anyone like
him-he had a razor-sharp
wit, was a brilliant writer,
had read everything.
CD: As a historian, if
you're hosting a dinner party and can host any three
historical figures, who gets

an invite?
JC: Frederick Douglass,
Abraham Lincoln, and Har
riet Beecher Stowe.
CD: In regards to history,
does it really repeat itself?
JC: I believe history reveals common patterns,
motivations, and impulses.
But I don't believe it repeats
itself as we commonly say,
because the forces that are
at work are never quite the
same.
CD: In closing, what message do you share with your
students that you would like
to share with the Trinity
community?
JC: I guess I would say
whether or not history is
the king or queen of the academic disciplines, there are
few experiences so rewarding as to plumb the depths
of a historical experience, a
historical era, or a historical
personality.

•• • • • • • • •• • • •
Professor Chatfield will
be remembered at Trinity
for his passion, his kindness, his wit, and his myriad
.contributions to the College
coummnity. The Tripod staff
extends its most sincere condolences to his family during
this sad time.
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FEATURES
Best of Trinstagram: fall athletes share their pictures

COURTESY OF (from left to right) Sheena Landy '17, Carolyn Zimmer '15, and Hoagie Hoagland '16
It's autumn at Trinity and that means fall sports. In the photos above, athletes from the soccer, tennis, and cross country teams pose with their teammates.

Nick Reichheld '15 on his time studying in Vienna
I

NICK REICHHELD ,15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Making the decision to
leave the comfort of Trinity and the company of my
closest friends after two
and a half years was not
an easy decision to make.
I had always wanted to go
abroad but when the time
came to decide where and
when to actually go, I was
hesitant. I knew that I
would regret not going,
but I als o couldn't help
but be conscious of what I
would be missing with the
coming spring semester.
Once I had finally made
up my mind to go, I had
to conquer the next hurdle
of deciding which program
to commit to. After much
deliberation I combined
every theoretical aspect
of my ideal program and
found that there was a
pre-existing program that
met all of my criteria. I
wanted to be able to travel
as much as possible, the
more often I was able to
hop on a train or a plane
to some place I had never
been before, the better. I
wanted to experience a
wide array of cultures,
foods, peoples, and landscapes. So it was with
all of this in mind that I
boarded a plane that January with the destination
of Vienna, Austria.
Once I had come to
terms with the fact that I
would not be seeing Trinity and its inhabitants for,
at the very least, five more
months, I set my mind on
t he horizons and on prep aring myself for what
w ould s u r ely b e t h e most
amazing time of my life.
Vienna, being in the
geographic center of Europe provided the ideal
location to get around as

COURTESY OF Nick Reichheld '15
Nick drinks in his surroudings while walking around the city on his first day abroad.
much as possible and see
and experience more places than I ever thought
would be feasible in such a
short time. In five months
I had seen Vienna, Salzburg, Halstatt, and St. Anton within Austria, Nice
in the south of France,
Brussels and Bruges, Bel gium, Berlin and Munich,
Germany, Budapest Hungary, Prague in the Czech
Republic, as well as Rome
and Florence, Italy. I tasted foods and drinks of
every different kind from
every different place and
interacted with some of
the most interesting and
captivating people that I
could have ever had the
good fortune of encountering. I romped around in
lederhosen at s pringfest
in Munich, bike d through
the fairy-tale city of Bruges past intricate canals
and beautiful windmills,
and made wishes on bridg-

es in the old town section
of Prague.
Vienna was home base
for myself and eight other Trinity students. We
were lead by the ever-reliable Gerhard Unterthurner through a cultural seminar about Vienna
and our travels throughout the city, country, and
continent.
Our housing
was stationed in student
apartments adjacent to
the Westbahnhof train
station for i.iber easy access to transportation all
over the city and beyond.
Some of my favorite nights
included completing the
challenge at Travel Shack,
the student dive bar with
an Australian feel right
down the street from our
housing, hanging with the
bartenders, and ev en one
day of making a trip an
hour into the countryside
to a Heuriger (winery/traditional Austrian food) for

someone's birthday that I
had never met, and subsequently getting a ride
to a beach party along the
Danube and hitching a
ride the hour back into the
city in the early hours of
the morning.
Our days were filled

with exploring the history
and majesty of one of the
most beautiful cities in
the entire world and perhaps stopping for a nap in
one of the plentiful green
spaces like Stadtpark or
the hills behind the Schonbrunn palace. In any case,
whether we were spending
six hours on a train to our
next destination, lounging
in the sun on a rental boat
in the middle of the Danube, or wandering about
the Museums Quarter
and popping through our
favorite locales, every day
was an adventure. It is
truly impossible to entirely appreciate the incredulous nature of one's time
abroad while it is occurring. Even after spending
my last night in the city
staying up from dusk 'til
dawn walking through
all of my favorite places
and breathing in Vienna, its history, its beauty
and my memories for one
last time, I didn't truly
comprehend how much
I would miss it all until
I had returned. I'd most
certainly recommend it to
anyone.

COURTESY OF Nick Reichheld '15
Nick skied the slopes at St. Anton am Arlberg while abroad.
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COURTESY OF The Trinty College Ivies
The 1980s seemed like a fun and colorful time at Trinty. It looks like students embraced the "work hard, play hard" attitude of collegiate life .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•..............•.....•....•.••.•••••.•.•.•••.......................•....•..•..•••••••......••.••.................•••••.•••..•....•.....•
BENJAMIN CHAIT '16
FEATURES EDITOR
Once again I stumbled
upon an old stack of Ivies
from Trinity's history in
the offices of The Trinity
Tripod. For those who are
unfamiliar, The Ivy is Trin ·
ity's yearbook. Though it
is seldom looked upon as
a serious historical arti·
fact, yearbooks can say as
much about a generation
as music, law, or any for·
mal documents can. Yearbooks have an obligation
to record names, majors,
sports teams, clubs, and
so on. However, The I vies
left plenty of room for im·
ages of both daily life and
special affairs.
The particular I vies
that I found myself en·
tranced by were all from
the 1980s. Last year I
came across The Ivy from
1969 and felt a real inter·
est in writing about the

style that the then·stu·
dents at Trinity had ad·
opted. What caught my
eye more than the fash ·
ion, which was spectac·
ular, was how much fun
students appeared to be
having.
The I vies themselves
seem to address a rather
intimidating topic which
is to define what a year
at Trinity was. There is a
pressure to inform future
generations as well as
please those who attended college here during the
1980s. There is a strong
balance of social life, ac·
ademics, facility, history,
and sports. Not surpris·
ingly, many traditions
still exist today. Students
still hang out on the quad,
dress up and go out, fall
asleep in the library, and
give it their all when
participating m sporting
events. More specifically,
there is still a large row·

dy gathering for Spring
Weekend and the famous
lemon squeezer was still
attempted to be stolen.
In an age that is obsessed
with instagram filters,
it was a true pleasure to
see a black and white pho·
tograph of the statue of
Bishop Brownell.
There seemed to be
a heavy sense of pag·
eantry and tradition m
the 1980s. Every fea·
tured event seemed to be
strongly attended by the
student body. This is one
trend I would love to see
return to all areas and
activities that occur on
campus. There were fab·
ulous images of the grand
march for graduation, and
even a full page spread
on the outdoor student
boxing tournament that
happened on campus.
Perhaps it was easier to
get involved and try new
things at Trinity before

N etflix seemed to con·
fine people to their dorm
rooms after classes.
Smiles run across ev·
ery page and seem to
bring a metaphoric col·
or and lightness to every
black and white page.
The 1980s are fondly or
horridly remembered for
crazy decadent style, yet
the pages of The Ivy tell a
different story. Most stu ·
dents are dressed in an
understated yet stylish
fashion.
There are of course the
popped ·collars and tennis
sweaters, but many of the
students look like they
may have rolled out of
bed, and it's very possible
that they might have. Yet
there is something chic in
looking effortless, for it
implies that you have bet·
ter things going on than
to waste precious time
worrying about what to
wear. This devil·may·care

attitude reaches it's styl·
ish peak with well-draped
t·shirts and sunglasses.
Hair seems to be mostly
windswept and makeup
is minimal. It is almost
as if students back in the
day were so preoccupied
with their academics, ex·
tra ·curriculars,
Greek
life,
sporting
events,
clubs, and each other that
they forgot to worry about
impressing others and
just focused on having a
great four years. What a
thought!
It well may be that I'm
glamorizing the past 1n
the mists of the hectically
busy lives many students
here at Trinity are living
in present day. The ques·
tion of what future gen·
erations will see when
they see us in the pages of
the Ivy in thirty or thirty
years begs to be answered.
Only time will tell.
Let's live like it's 1985.

Arts & Entertainment
Widener gallery presents art from Trinity's Kress Collection
continued from page 1

foundation to promote European art in the United
States (the Kress Foundation). Through this foundation, he donated works from
his collection to various
museums in the US, most
significantly to the National Gallery of Art in Washington DC. By the late
1950s, the Kress Collection
consisted of over 3000 objects, and while a majority of them continued to be
donated to museums, some
were distributed amongst
a few educational institutions, including Trinity
College. For a painting
to have been a part of the
Kress Collection, puts it in
line with works by some of
the greatest artists such as
Raphael, Botticelli, Bernini, Veronese, Titian, and
many more; and for Trinity
to be in possession of such
works is remarkable.
Another major topic of
discussion in relation to
the works in the exhibition
pertains to the conserva tion of four of the paintings.
Professor Cadogan of Trinity's Art History Department expressed that one
of the reasons that some of
the paintings belonging to
the Kress Collection have

not surfaced in such a long
time, was because of their
fragile, and deteriorating
conditions. The age of the
paintings had caused some
of them to have a yellow or
brown tint from varnishes,
making them look dull. In
a few pieces, several cracks
were evident, and in one of
the extreme cases, a wooden panel had buckled up
so much that the painting
had a dent right down its
middle. Due to the high
costs of restoration projects, Trinity approached
the Kress Foundation a few
years ago, that was willing
to sponsor them. The four
paintings that were in conditions that could not be
displayed because of their
fragility, were cleaned up,
over-painted, and treated
for their material to better
survive weather .fluctuations. There are several
debates surrounding restoration projects and it is interesting to view the paintings in light of these. Some
people argue that flaws
and age-related deterioration reiterate the historic
nature of a piece. Yet when
the fl.a ws become ist;ract·
ing to a viewer who ends up
noticing things like cracks
instead of the subject of
the painting, conservation
projects are important to

preserve their aesthetic new conversation for Trin- thus at this time very privnature and to prevent them ity members to engage in, ileged that Trinity has its
from further deterioration. "in relation to the works in own collection that can be
displayed in the gallery.
When a piece is restored the exhibition.
The
exhibition is also in
Given
the
infrastrucor conserved, however, it
sync
with
a new course ofmust be done in a manner tural shortcomings of the
that allows viewers to dis- Widener Gallery, in terms fered in the art history detinguish between the work of temperature control, partments titled, 'A Closer
of the original artist and and security in particu - Look at Art and Architecthe restorer. At the Wid- lar, it does not qualify to ture,' which examines maener Gallery exhibition, showcase significant pieces terials, techniques and arviewers have the chance to of art which could be tem- tistic processes.
The exhibition runs unview some of the paintings porarily outsourced from
alongside photographs of other institutions. We are til Oct. 26.
what they looked like before and through their restoration projects. Viewers
can also read about the
treatments that the pieces
underwent. The exhibition
also features a case that
contains the pigments used
for over painting.
Professor Cadogan also
discussed that due to the
digitalization of everything
these days, many people
tend to view an artwork
as simply a surface image
rather than a material object. One of the excellent
things about this exhibition is that it brings to
light the material realties
of an artwork over time,
giving students and other ma hers of the Trinity community the chance
to reconsider their way of
looking at art itself. The
COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu
theme of restoration and
Francesco N apoletano's work is featured at the exhibition.
conservation of art is also a

Cinestudio Review: Coming-of-Age movie, "Boyhood"
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18
STAFF WRITER
A movie like "Boyhood"
has great expectations
for itself. Rightfully so
- it was filmed over the
course of twelve years
(2002 to 2014)and tries to
capture one of the basic
keystones of life- growing up. The "Boy" in the
title, Mason, (played in a
breakout performance by
Ellar Coltrane) begins a
boy and ends up a man·
that much is pretty obvious even to those who
haven't heard about the
movie.
The plot is long term,
meandering, and full of
distant implications. For
instance, one scene may
affect the character's personality in another scene
that takes place many
years later. The characters begin with a simple
naivete that disappears
as they grow through
time and experiences.
People can be two-faced
in the world of "Boyhood"they have many angles

and scars, and rarely
learn from their mistakes
in time to prevent others
from making the same. At
the same time, the characters are also loving,
kind, and full of ambition
and hope. If all of this
sounds familiar to you,
that's because it's happening all the time. "Boyhood" is amongst the best
representations of reality,
in years.
Its characters grow
naturally, as its' cast
does, and we can feel the
progression of time as it
passes. For that reason,
the plot is less of a main
event than a side-effect.
Because the subject matter is childhood and coming-of-age, it feels very
familiar, but spectacularly, it is never humdrum or
boring. "Boyhood" gives
the gift of a new perspective on simple things.
Mason's story begins
at age six. He is sweet,
and whiney; and he fights
with his sister in a way
that makes us believe
that we have just stepped

into their tiny Texas
living room ourselves.
But then, the currents
of trouble start to swirl,
and a slightly older Mason is forced to deal with
the sadness of his single
mother (portrayed by Pa tricia Arquette), the arrival of his estranged father (portrayed by Ethan
Hawke), and a host of
other true-to-life issues
that spring forth in new
installments. This movie
really feels like a series of
short films.
Each chapter holds
a new challenge for our
hero, and he overcomes
them beautifully. Ellar
Coltrane plays his role
well, particularly early
on, and later in the story. The awkward teenage
years take a slight toll
on the acting power of
Coltrane, but even that
seems to fit the character
he portrays with a certain
degree of appropriateness. Ethan Hawke delivers some of his very best
work, and shows us what
he's been up to for the last

twelve years. Patricia Arquette is both powerless
and divine as the scorned
mother figure who rises
from the ashes, time after
time.
That
said,
there's
something ~bout watching this boy grow up in
front of us that makes
him the most interesting
and compelling character.
We feel for Mason
through it all, but also
judge him somewhat,
when he makes bad decisions (and not to mention·
bad haircuts). There's
a little bit of the viewer
in him, and because we
are his home team, we
root for him. The same
goes for his family: His
mother goes from a broke
twenty-something
year
old single mother to esteemed Houston college
professor, and his father
goes from distant immature classic car driver to a
deeply religious and ever
present father. At the end
of it all we feel like we
have gone the distance
with them, maybe even

helping them out along
the way.
As other movies are
run through with hidden
meanings,
symbolism,
and greater significance,
so too is "Boyhood." The
difference is that we are
being shown the genume article- the greater
meaning of our own lives,
and childhoods. That is
why we feel uplifted, and
maybe a little sad when
the movie lets out. "Do
we seize moments, or do
moments seize us?" asks
a character at the end of
the movie.
The lesson is that
we have been seized- by
the magic and mess of
a young person's life in
"Boyhood," but also by
the powerful riptide of
our own, fast-paced lives.
As Ferris Beuller so wisely said, "Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop
and look around every
once in a while, you could
miss it." "Boyhood" plays
at Cinestudio on Friday,
Oct. 3 , and on Saturday,
Oct. 4.
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Bantam Artist of the Week: Florence Dou '16, radical musician
ANA MEDINA '16
A&EEDITOR
Last week I found myself
surrounded by a group of
friends working on a difficult problem from a 400 level
mathematics course. They
were all deep in discussion,
attempting to understand
what they were doing, but
after some time _they decided
to take a break. I expected
them to talk for a few minutes, letting the problem
fade away, but instead something completely unexpected
happened. Of the five, three
took out their ukuleles and
began to play "Somewhere
over the Rainbow." The only
woman in the trio was Florence Dou '16, a double major
in Mathematics and Chemistry and a talented musician.
Since the age of seven,
Dou has been practicing the
piano. Her journey with music began when her parents
forced her into piano lessons.
While at first she played to
satisfy her parents, with
time she came to grow fond
of the piano and found her·
self striving to do better.
Her motivation to improve and grow as a musi·
cian led her to participate
in a few competitions. She
shares, "Back in Trinidad we
have a national music festi·
val and it is [also] a compe·

that I learned [to play], I
was trained classically with
lessons. [With the ukulele]
I just looked up videos and
learned how to play [the
songs]. [This instrument] is
a lot more relaxing, fun, and
enjoyable. It [also] has an island vibe that reminds me of
the beach and sounds like a
happy instrument."
From balancing chemis·
try, math, and music, Dou
expresses that her biggest
challenge is "finding the
time to practice but [when]
I have the time I get into it
and develop a habit. [Then
it becomes] easy because it
is fun and it doesn't feel like
homework or a chore."
Despite the challenge,
she admits that her favorite
part of playing an instru ment is that, ''I like that I'm
not just all about my books
and I have another interest,
you know, that is kinda more
artsy. I also like that when
others play what I play we
can have a connection. Some·
times I bond with people over
mutual interests in music
and we play [instruments]
and sing together. I really
[enjoy] that." Furthermore,
she shares, with a laugh,
that playing instruments,
"[is] a really good stress re·
liever ... I think it helps with
my school work too some·
how."

COURTESY OF Ana Medina '16
Dou '16 indulges in a ukulele jam session with some friends.
tition. I entered every year
since I was 10 and I [won] a
few championships." How·
ever, she admits that her
favorite part of the compe·
tition was the sight reading
portion where, "you get new
music you've never seen and
you play it on the spot. I
was really good at that and
I always won." She believes
that her natural gift at sight
reading has led her to sue·
cessfully pick up other instruments on her own.
After practicing the piano
for many years, Dou wanted
to try the guitar. She only
played for two years, and al-

though she hopes to pick it
up again, without a guitar

she doesn't think it will be
returning to it soon. Still ea·
ger to learn something new,
she decided to purchase a
ukulele and teach herself
how to play it. "I bought
it last semester and have
learned off youtube videos. I
don't have as much time as I
would like for the piano, so
I wanted a small instrument
to play on my own time,"
she explains. Out of all of
the instruments she plays,
Dou says that the ukulele
is her favorite one because
"The other instruments

Currently, Dou is taking private cello lessons
for course credit at Trinity.
She enjoys playing a new
instrument, especially one
where practicing is part of
her homework load. Once
she finishes the course, how·
ever, she says she will not
learn how to play any new
instruments for a while. She
shares that she wants to get
better at the instruments
she already knows how to
play, especially the piano,
which she has not played for
a long time.
Dou hopes to do research
in chemistry or work in
pharmacology post gradua ·
tion.
However, she hopes to
keep music in her life by
teaching music lessons. ''I
want to give piano lessons
when I'm older because [I
have tutored children before] and it was a lot of fun.
I like children and I like
piano, so why not combine
them?" she states. To aspiring musicians she advises,
"Everyone starts off bad ...
I started off bad too but if
you're really interested in
[an instrument] you like it
requires time and effort.
I don't think anyone
should be afraid at being
bad [at first] and the only
way to get better is to keep
doing it."

TV Review: ''How to
Get Away with Murder"
GREGORY OCHIAGHA '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Shonda Rhimes-the brains
behind hit dramas such as
"Grey's Anatomy'' and "Scandal"-has a new baby. With the
series premiere last Thursday,
"How to Get Away With Murder"
has officially become the hottest
show of the new Fall lineup.
There are three things a show's
pilot is suppose to do-intro·
duce the characters, give us an
understanding of the show, and
most importantly, make the audience extremely excited for the
rest of the season. Rhimes' new
show did all that, fantastically.
It features Viola Davis as
Annalise Keating, a criminal defense attorney and a professor of
law. Her students are intimidated by her and they do anything
to impress her, including Facebook stalking a witness or sleeping with a stranger for incrimi·
nating emails. And while it is a
bit on the nose-with Keating's
class called "How to Get Away
With Murder"-we learn at the
end of the episode that Kea ting's
top five students will murder an
important character and they
must use all they have learned
to get away with it.
It is impossible not to com·

pare "Scandal" with this new
show-they both feature two
strong Black female leads, there
is a small dynamic team to support the lead and they are both
products of Shonda Rhimes's
genius.
I personally watched the
pilot episode right after the
season premiere of "Scandal,"
and, as a fellow Gladiator of
Pope, it does kill me to say that
Viola Davis's character is more
intense than Olivia Pope. And
here is the reason why: while
both of these characters are
wickedly smart and unbeat·
able at their job, Olivia Pope
will play her card in order to be
good and Keating will do whatever it takes to win. Keating
is not the knight in white, she
does not care if her client did it
or not, she does not care if she
has to cheat on her husband to
get what she wants-she will do
what has to be done. Maybe I've
gotten bored with Pope's only
weakness being the President.
This new charactor, Keating, is
a character I will enjoy seeing
for many seasons to come.
Again, this is another brilliant show by the amazing Shon·
da Rhimes. Professor Keating's
"How to Get Away With Murder" is not a class to skip!
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SPORTS
Chudi lregbulem '15: Bantam Athlete of the Week
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After their recent blowout victory against Williams, the Trinity College
Football team has once
again started their season
undefeated at 2-0. This
perfect record has been
achieved in part by senior running back Chudi
Iregbulem '15, who is now
starting at the position
full time after helping the
team achieve previous success over his career, including their 2012 NESCAC
Championship.
Hailing
from Torrance, California,
Iregbulem has honed his
skills at the position and
demolished the competition
with his blistering speed
and agility, both on the
ground and even in the air.
His statistics only prove
this theory; in the football
team's past two games, he
has scored a total of seven
touchdowns through 610
total rushing yards. Needless to say, the veteran back
has been a defining part of
this year's team.
Iregbulem has always
been a big fan of football and
sports in general. While he
may play foot~all, he's received inspiration from his
other favorite sport: basketball. "My favorite athlete
growing up and still to this
day is Kobe Bryant because

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Veteran running back Chudi Iregculem '15 has scored six touchdowns in Trinity's last two games.

of his great work ethic and
"mamba mentality." He's
inspired me to relentlessly
work for whatever. I .want
and to have an unbreakable
confidence while doing it."
This hard work and "mamba mentality'' of Kobe have
certainly paid off. Thanks
to an aggressive rushing
attack, he has greatly con-

tributed to the scoring of
Trinity's 70 points thus far
through 921 yards of total
offense. He certainly is not
running away from anyone
with numbers like that.
Iregbulem credits his
high school football career
for being an integral part
in his success as a Trinity
College Bantam. "My high
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school competition was
fairly strong. The fact that
I was able to have great
success in that league really helped to give me the
confidence that I could play
at the next level and that
there was nothing to be
afraid of." That confidence
has defined his playing
style. After Evan Bunker,

the all-time leading rusher
in NESCAC history, graduated in 2014, Iregbulem
has filled his spot nicely.
He's become the top scorer
on the offense, scoring 42 of
the offense's 70 points so far
this season.
He hopes to keep this
successful streak going in
order to achieve the team's
goals for this season as he
states, ''My favorite sports
moment was winning the
2012 NESCAC title my
sophomore year and hopefully that moment can be
replaced by winning the
championship again this
year!"
It looks like this goal
is certainly achievable for
Iregbulem and the Bantams this coming season.
However, they understand
that they will have to go
through the rest of the
NESCAC first. While they
have had two major wins
over Colby and Williams,
Trinity will have to prove
themselves against Am herst and Middlebury, who
beat Trinity by a combined
four point difference between both games last sea son, and rivals Wesleyan in
the last game of the season.
With the way Iregbulem
and the team have been
preforming, the outlook
is very bright for another
championship and 8-0 season.
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Women's Soccer
Oct. 4 at noon
at Bowdoin
Oct. II at II a.m.
vs Middlebury
Men's Soccer
Oct. 4 at noon
at Bowdoin
Sept. 7 at 4 p.m.
vs Wheaton
Field Hockey
Oct. 4 at II a.m.
at Bowdoin
Oct. II at 2 p.m.
vs Middlebury
Football
Oct. 4 at I p.m.
at Hamilton
Oct. II at 1:30 p.m.
vs Tufts
Women's Volleyball
Oct. 3 at 8 p.m.
at Bowdoin
Oct. 4. at 2 p.m.
at Colby
Oct. IO at 7 p.m.
vs Conn. College
Oct. II at 2 p.m.
at Tufts
Golf
Oct. II -TBA
at Crumpin-Fox
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Bill Detrick remembered: legendary coach dies at 87
PETER PRENDERGAST '16
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity community
mourns the loss of long time
coach and mentor Bill Detrick,
who passed away last week at
the age of 87. He is survived
by his wife Barbara, as well as
his three children and his six
grandchildren.
Detrick attended Central
Connecticut State University
where he played football, basketball and baseball. He remains the only athlete in the
school's history to earn twelve
varsity letters. He graduated
in 1950 with a bachelor's degree in business education. He
later went on to earn a masters
degree in guidance from New
York University.
After
college
and
a
16-month stint in the navy,
Detrick returned to Central
where he coached the men's
basketball team for 29 years,
setting yet another school record for amassing 468 victories
with the Blue Devils. Fans of
CCSU basketball remember
Detrick as a passionate, caring,
funny and somewhat eccentric coach and leader. Detrick
has been honored by the university as his No.4 jersey was
retired, he was inducted into
the school's inaugural hall of
fame class and the gymnasium
where he spent so much of his
playing and coaching career at,
has been renamed after him.
After leaving Central Connecticut, he joined the Trinity
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Former Trinity head golf coach Bill Detrick passed away last week at the age of 87.
College Athletic staff in 1990
as the head ·coach for the golf
program. During his twenty-three year as head coach,
he successfully turned Bantam
golf into one of the most successful Division III programs
in the Northeast.
He led Trinity golf to seven
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
championship appearances, as
well as their first league title in
2010. He was named NESCAC
golf coach of the year three
times during his tenure and in
his final season at the helm of

the program, steered the team
to a second place finish in the
conference
championship.
Since his retirement, Trinity
has renamed its annual fall
golf tournament to the Bill
Detrick Invitational, to honor
his legendary career.
Detrick left Trinity as a
personal mentor to many of
his players and students. John
Shilling '14 golfed for him for
three years at Trinity and remembers him as a caring, kind
and respectful man. "He [Detrick] showed me that I always
have a place to turn when

things stopped going my way."
Shilling explained. "Most im portantly though, he taught us
how to treat others. Whether
it's our teammates, coaches,
opponents or family members
that come to the matches, we
were to treat them with respect
and kindness.
That's how
coach treated everyone."
Current Trinity student,
Donny Hunt '15, recalled the
first time he met Bill Detrick.
"I first met coach in an interview at Ferris when I was still
a senior in high school. After
talking with him for a little

over an hour I realized that I
would do anything to play golf
at Trinity." Hunt explained.
"His top concern was always
developing kids into men by
the time they graduated and
guiding them through college
to make sure they would leave
as a better person than when
they first stepped onto campus as freshmen. He was an
incredibly loyal person who
would always give help or guidance to those who sought it. "
Bill Detrick's wake was
held last Monday. Schilling
and Hunt attended the ceremony as well as countless others.
''Most wakes I have been to
have been somber, uncomfortable and generally sad affairs."
Schilling admitted.
"Coach
Detrick's wake was different.
You could see people smiling
as they recalled the numerous
stories they had about him. I
laughed with my fellow play·
ers as we remembered the best
times we had playing under
coach."
"It was inspiring to see that
amount of support from all the
people who wanted to see him
for the last time." Hunt remembered. "It was an honor to explain to people at the wake that
I was a part of his last team."
Bill Detrick remains one of
the most influential names in
both Central Connecticut and
Trinity athletics history. His
legacy as a player, coach, mentor and friend will live on in the
hearts of the hundreds of people he touched and supported.

Trinity Field Hockey wins at home against Bates
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity College Field
Hockey team began their Saturday with a decisive home
victory over Bates College.
This weekend's victory over
the Bobcats was no fluke as
they added another win to
their winning streak. With
an overall record of (5-2) and
a NESCAC record of (3-1), the
Bantams have proven themselves to be formidable opponents, winning the last three
contests in which they partook.
The win was a direct result of the Bantams ability
to play stifling defense. The
girls managed to keep possession and control the ball in
Bates' defensive half. This was
the second game this season
where Trinity kept the opposing team to three shots or less.
Only two shots were taken on
the Trinity net and only one
had to be saved by Goalkeeper Sophie Fitzpatrick '16 in

her second consecutive shutout. Bates keeper Christina
Vega '15 did not have the same
luck. A chronically weak Bates
defense let a strong Trinity
offense take twelve shots and
Vega could not overcome the
onslaught as Trinity put two
balls in between the pipes.
Bantams forward Brenna
Hobin '18 opened the scoring
in the 29th minute netting
her third goal of the season off
a pass from midfielder Cara
Daly '18. The assist marked
Daly's first collegiate point and
the goal was all Trinity would
need thanks to ball control and
a stout defensive effort.
The second goal would not
occur until the second half
was underway. Casey Quinn
'17 gave the Bantams some
breathing room with a quick
insurance goal in the 39th
minute. Trinity forward Olivia
Tapsall '16 picked up the assist
on Quinn's shot as she has now
registered a point or better in
all three of Trinity's conference

wins.
During play, Trinity played
a clean game where it counted,
out of their 33 fouls, none resulted in penalty corners, however the Bates team was not as
successful. The Bobcats had a
total of 38 fouls, which resulted in 5 penalty-corners. By
playing a tight and clean game
defensively, the Bantams were
able to alleviate pressure on
Fitzpatrick and keep their focus on moving the ball up the
field.
Olivia Tapsall led the Bantams in both shots and shots
on goal (4:3) while other Bantams who took shots include
Nicki Rivera '16, Sophie Doering '15, Olivia Tapsall , Casey Quinn, Brenna Hobin, and
Kelcie Finn '18 . This relentless offensive pressure and a
tenacious defensive showing
was the reason why the Bantams came out on top. The
Bates Bobcats had no bite at
all this weekend, falling to a
overall record of (1-5) and a

league record of (0-5).
A brief analysis of the Bantams' season can show that
the future looks bright for the
field hockey team. The only
conference loss to date was to
Williams and that was only by

a deficit of one goal in a tightly
contested game. Trinity rests
third in the NESCAC (based
on overall record) trailing only
Bowdoin. The conference is
up for the taking, and the Bantams look ready to take it.
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The Trinity field hockey team beat Bates 2-0 on Sept. 27.

